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Will teamwork produce more electricity from the ‘hand battery’ in the BC Hydro Room?
Leelanee Fretwell-Gibbons, Jayden Prince and Keyanna Smith work together to see what their combined voltage is on
the hand-powered battery in the BC Hydro hands-on room at the BIG Little Science Centre. Everet Walde supervises.

File Photo by Gordon Gore
This issue features The BC Hydro Room at the BIG Little Science Centre, as well as some attendance information for a
record-setting year at the centre.
Summer Science Camp Number 1 of 3: Photos of the first morning of camp are on pages 7 to 9.
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Summer Public Hours of Operation

July 2 to August 29 2009
Monday to Saturday: 10:00 am to 4:00 pm

With a special show/activity
daily at 11 am and 1 pm

We are closed:
August 1, Sundays and Holidays

CLOSED DURING SCIENCE CAMPS

This Newsletter is a publication of
BIG Little Science Centre Society

Box 882 Station Main
Kamloops BC V2C 5M8

Location
Bert Edwards Science and

Technology School
711 Windsor Avenue,
Kamloops, BC V2B 2B7
Executive Director
Gord Stewart

Phone (250) 554 2572
or (250) 554 BLSC

E-Mail: gord@blscs.org
Assistant Operator
Susan Hammond

Phone (250) 554 2572
or (250) 554 BLSC

E-Mail: susan@blscs.org
Website

http://blscs.org
Newsletter Editor
Dr. Gordon R. Gore

#404F - 3255 Overlander Drive
Kamloops BC
Canada V2B 0A5

Phone: (250) 579 5722
E-mail: grgore@telus.net

Approximately 56,000 visitors have
enjoyed visits to the

BIG Little Science Centre!

Attendance figures at the BIG Little Science Centre
continue to increase. We had 1758 visitors in June, which is
a record for any month.

Summer Camps
July 20 to July 24

August 10 to August 14

This Newsletter is received by approximately 485 readers.
(At least 4 people actually read it.)

Back issues of BIGScience can be viewed at
http://www.blscs.org/ClassMembers/Newsletters/
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The BC Hydro Room
There are two ‘hands-on’ rooms at the BIG Little Science Centre. In a previous issue, theWestsyde Room
was featured. In this newsletter, we illustrate most of the features of the BC Hydro Room.
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The BC Hydro Room has a wide variety of hands-on and observational stations. Visitors can try any of the
hands-on displays, or they can examine displays such as: small animal skeletons and large animal skulls; X-
Rays of human body parts; optical illusions; a variety of rock and mineral samples, or beautiful crystal samples,
seen through a stereoscopic microscope. They can also see their voice patterns displayed on a computer screen.
They can watch a BC Hydro video or ride the BC Hydro bicycle generator. There is a lot to do and to see in
the BC Hydro Room.

Thank you BC Hydro, for your generous support of the BIG Little Science Centre.
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Science Fun for Your Family

Free Falling Water

A container of water has a hole in the side. Will water leak out of the hole faster when the container is
stationary or when it is in free fall?

What to Do

1. Working with a partner outdoors, fill both milk cartons to the same level with water. Seal each of the holes
with a finger until you are ready to start the experiment.

2. One of the cartons will be held still while water is allowed to pour out of the hole. The other carton will be
allowed to fall to the ground after the seal is removed. Predict what will happen. Will water escape faster
out of the stationary carton or out of the free-falling carton? What happens after the milk carton hits the
ground does not count!

3. Test your prediction.

When the second carton of water is dropped, both the carton and the water it contains are in free fall; both
accelerate downward at the same rate, due to the force of gravity.

‘Waitlessness’ Ehren Stillman Cartoon

You need:

1 large pitcher or pail of water.
2 milk cartons, the same size, with the
tops cut off. Drill or punch identical
holes in the sides of the cartons, as in
the diagram.
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First Morning, Summer Science Camp #1 2009

Grandpa Schroeder with Hannah Collins (left), Emily Thornton (right) and Caleb Thornton (below).

(Right) Sean Smit preparing his chromatography experiment.

Stuart Klenner makes a beard from ‘Gloop’. Robert Stenson smiles for the photographer.
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Matthew Lederhouse (left) and Joshua Tordoff (right) with their chromatography experiments.

(Left) Adam Wielgoz with his masterpiece. (Right) Tess Farrington helps Hannah and Emily launch a ‘stomp rocket.

Something to Take Home
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They Make Things Work

Summer science camps are very labour-intensive. Weeks of preparation are involved. Susan Hammond (top left),
Assistant Operator of the Centre, did most of the preparing for this one, with able assistance from our new university
student helper Heather Neave (top right). A new addition to our summer staff is recent WSS graduate Thomas Giroday
(above left). Thomas has experience with Eureka at TRU, and is a very energetic and creative young man. Adele
Stapleton, director and regular volunteer, is always there when she is needed (which is most days at the Centre). Ken
Schroeder (previous pages) is ‘Mr. Reliable’, but he has extra reason to be at this camp, since three of his grandchildren
are attending.

Thanks everyone!
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What is SUNSCREEN?
By David McKinnon, Ph.D.

For various health reasons, including the production of vitamin D in our skin, a judicious amount of sunlight is
good for us, but too much will cause temporary reddening of the skin. More will cause sunburns, and prolonged
exposure over the years, especially to fair-skinned individuals, will cause premature skin aging through its
effect on skin collagen and other tissues. Benign or malignant skin cancers are also possible, by the effect of the
ultraviolet component of sunlight on DNA. There have been suggestions that children's overexposure to sun is a
factor for developing skin cancer later in life. To combat the excess exposure we use various sunscreens.

The desired properties for a sunscreen are: the ability to block various ranges of the sun’s ultraviolet
light, transparency so that it doesn’t look unsightly, light stability and ease of application. Sunscreens are
usually complex mixtures of materials, but the medicinally active ingredients are often the oxides of metals
such as zinc, titanium, zirconium and cerium, along with organic materials such as benzophenone or related
compounds, esters of p-methoxycinnamic acid, benzylidenemalonic acid and of salicylic acid. Some
formulations contain more exotic chemicals such as silicones. Non-medicinal ingredients are included for
cosmetic or fragrance purposes.
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Zinc, titanium, zirconium and cerium oxides are inorganic compounds. These are all white, but in
sunscreens, they are used in such a finely divided form (0.1 - 0.2 microns) that they are almost transparent and it
does not look as if the user has had multiple collisions with a can of white paint. Zinc oxide was the material in
the opaque white pastes used some years ago, but smaller and thinner amounts are just as effective. These
oxides are very effective sunscreens as they absorb and thus block out quite a large range of the harmful ultra-
violet radiation from the sun. All are non-toxic and zinc may even be antibacterial. The organic components
have patterns of chemical bonds that specifically absorb different wavelengths of ultraviolet light.

The energy of the ultraviolet light does not disappear, but is eventually dissipated as heat, which is
unnoticed in the general heating effect of the sun. The organic materials chosen are either oily liquids or low
melting solids, which easily melt in the oily materials so that the mixture can be easily smeared on the skin. The
salicylates may have a small pain-killing effect.

Some sunscreen compositions can have an irritating effect on the eyes, so application near the eyes
should be avoided. Some concerns have been raised about health effects of the absorption of some of the
organic compounds through the skin, especially on the face, but opinions are divided. Hats are a good idea in
any case.


